
Security Profile 
The Panorays Security Profile provides companies with full visibility into their 
organization’s cyber posture and specific cyber gaps, identified in Panorays’ 
external attack surface assessment. With full control over the Security Profile, 
the security team can easily dispute irrelevant assets to avoid privacy and 
legal consequences and mitigate cyber gaps to improve the company’s rating 
on Panorays. Teams can even benchmark the company’s security posture to 
an industry range and track their cyber posture rating over time. 
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Gain full visibility into your cyber posture

with detailed information on cyber gaps 

identified in Panorays’ external assessment. 

Control how your customers see you by easily 

disputing irrelevant assets and mitigating cyber 

gaps to improve your rating. 

Accelerate your sales process by proactively 

sharing a report of your Security Profile with 

prospects to build trust.

Receive ongoing information on new 

cyber gaps with continuous attack 

surface monitoring.

Using Panorays’ Security 
Profile Will Help You:
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Cyber Posture Rating

View and control your rating, which is based on Panorays’ non-

intrusive external attack surface assessment. 

Findings Details and Mitigation Steps

Get complete information on each cyber gap identified, with a list 

of prioritized mitigation steps to help improve your rating. 

Geographic Asset Distribution

See how external parties (malicious or not) see the geographical 

spread of your digital footprint, and dispute irrelevant assets to 

avoid privacy and legal consequences.

Ratings Industry Range 

Benchmark your security posture to an industry range 

so you can always stay ahead of competition.

Ratings History 

Track your cyber posture rating over time to 

identify trends and support decision making.

Dark Web Insights 

Identify trends in your dark web mentions to get a 

complete view of your attack surface. 

Cyber News

Follow cybersecurity news about your company so you 

won’t be caught off guard.  

What Is Included in Your 
Company’s Security Profile? 
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Single Place to Manage All of Your 
Customers’ Vetting Requests

Unlike other solution providers, Panorays 

combines automated, dynamic security 

questionnaires with external attack surface 

assessments, providing you with a single place to 

view and manage all of your customers’ security 

vetting activities. Other than controlling your 

Security Profile, you can also use Panorays to:

Share a Security Passport to accelerate your sales process

The Security Passport enables you to build and share a security overview with a self-assessment 

questionnaire and certifications with potential customers. The Security Passport serves as evidence 

of acceptable vendor security 80% of the time, which results in significantly reducing the sales cycle. 

It will help your team avoid the tedious task of answering repetitive security questionnaires and 

receive quick approval from customers. 

Answer questionnaires faster with Panorays’ questionnaire autocomplete

For the times you’ll still need to complete a questionnaire, Panorays’ autocomplete feature will 

make the task easier by suggesting answers based on previous responses. You can manage all 

of the questionnaires submitted from the platform itself, eliminating back-and forth emails with 

spreadsheets attachments. 

Follow and track the status of customers’ remediation requests 

If your customers are using Panorays to evaluate your security risk, they might send you customized 

remediation plans adjusted to their needs. Panorays provides you with full details on how to mitigate 

each cyber gap, so you will be able to maintain a strong security posture and continue doing 

business together. 

Risk

Cyber Risk Rating 

Cyber Posture Rating

Smart Questionnaires
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About Panorays

Panorays quickly and easily automates third-party security risk evaluation and 

management — handling the whole process from inherent to residual risk, 

remediation and ongoing monitoring. Unlike other solution providers, Panorays 

combines automated, dynamic security questionnaires with external attack surface 

assessments and business context to provide organizations with a rapid, accurate 

view of supplier cyber risk. It is the only such platform that automates, accelerates 

and scales customers’ third-party security evaluation and management process, 

enabling easy collaboration and communication between companies and suppliers, 

resulting in efficient and effective risk remediation in alignment with a company’s 

security policies and risk appetite.

The company is offered as a SaaS-based platform and serves enterprise and 

mid-market customers primarily in North America, the UK and the EU. It has 

been adopted by leading banking, insurance, financial services and healthcare 

organizations, among others. Headquartered in New York and Israel, with offices 

around the world, Panorays is funded by numerous international investors, including 

Aleph VC, Oak HC/FT, Imperva Co-Founder Amichai Shulman and former CEO of 

Palo Alto Networks Lane Bess. Visit us at www.panorays.com
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